DG100 Digital Depth Gauge

The DG100 is a digital depth gauge that measures and displays depth accurately from 0 to 330 ft (0-100m). Using a state-of-the-art pressure transducer, the DG100 depth resolution is 0.1 ft when set for feet of sea water or 0.1 m when set for meters of sea water. A max depth indicator illuminates when the DG100 exceeds a preprogrammed max depth. Timer functions automatically track dive time and surface time. A built-in stopwatch feature allows tracking of leg times independent of dive or surface times. The DG100 allows the diver to recall the deepest excursion and total dive time. Depth and timer readings are provided to the diver on a large red OLED display. Depth readings are displayed on the bottom of the screen. Dive, Leg and Surface Time are displayed on the top of the screen. All functions of the DG100 are controlled by buttons on each side of the unit.

Ten Port Charger pumps out 60 watts of power. Power IQ and Voltage-Boost provide the fastest charge up to 2.4 amps per port or 12 amps overall.

The DG100 is used as instrumentation on the popular RJE TAC Board Series.